Fund a scholarship. Endow a seat.
Seats in Milstein Hall ensure access to justice for all.

A NAMED SEAT in Milstein Hall recognizes a significant donation to MCLE’s scholarship endowment. Our scholarships help lower the barriers to access to the legal system for the most vulnerable members of our society by helping MCLE train the lawyers who serve them.

MCLE scholarships benefit legal services staff attorneys who represent the poor and underserved, private practitioners who accept pro bono cases, and other lawyers who, without financial assistance, would not be able to attend MCLE programs—lawyers who are vital to ensuring that our justice system is fair and accessible to everyone. Each gift of $2,500 supports one scholarship annually, in perpetuity.

Donors who contribute $2,500 or more to MCLE’s Campaign for Endowed Scholarships are recognized—in perpetuity—by an endowed seat bearing their names in Milstein Hall. Contributions can be fulfilled in full or payable over a period of up to five years.

Please consider making a pledge of $2,500 to MCLE’s Campaign for Endowed Scholarships, and help ensure that the Commonwealth’s most vulnerable citizens have access to well-trained lawyers.

For more information regarding MCLE’s scholarship endowment or how to endow a seat, please contact Sal Ricciardone, Director of Philanthropy, at 617-896-1396 or sia ricciardone@mcle.org.
MCLE acknowledges and thanks the following who have generously endowed seats in MCLE’s Milstein Hall by contributing $2,500 or more to the Campaign for Endowed Scholarships:

K114 The Abstract Club, In Honor of Henry H. Thayer
J111 Anonymous, In Honor of David P. Hoise
G3 Anonymous, In Honor of Robert F. & Peter J. Muse
G112 A.W. Chesterton Company In Honor of Earle C. Cooley
E9 Jonathan M. Alban
D101 The Albert Steiger Memorial Fund, In Honor of Hugh J. Corcoran
E114 The Albert Steiger Memorial Fund, In Honor of Richard S. Milstein
F111 ALFA International, In Honor of Thomas C. Federico
A9 Richard C. Allen
B113 American Law Institute-American Bar Association Committee on Continuing Professional Education
E4 Austin W. Jones Foundations, In Honor of Austin W. Jones, Jr.
E112 Joseph J. Balliro, Sr.
K108 Beck Reed Riden LLP
D103 Benjamin & Benson
H101 Bingham McCutchen LLP
In Honor of John J. Curtin, Jr.
C110 Robert Birnbaum
F115 Brian D. Bixby, In Honor of Hon. Levin H. Campbell
C113 Eugenie and Bradford Gentry
G110 Kurow ski, Bailey and Shultz, LLP
D114 Lawrence G. Cetrulo
F2 Lawrence G. Cetrulo, In Honor of Thomas D. Burns & Lawrence M. Levinson
A115 Choate, Hall & Stewart LLP
A109 Citizens Bank
H108 Clark, Hunt, Ahern & Embry
B7 Clinton H. and Wilma T. Shattuck Charitable Trust
E105 Clinton H. and Wilma T. Shattuck Charitable Trust
In Honor of John P. Jordan, Jr.
C107 John F. Cogan, Jr.
A10 Arlene, David, Jonathan and Jill Cohen, In Honor of Charles S. Cohen
G102 Marlies I. Cornjean, In Honor of James R. DeGiacomo
A107 Connecticut Attorneys Title Insurance Company
K113 Leslie J. Cook, In Honor of Henry H. Thayer
B112 Alice Federico, In Honor of Earle C. Cooley
D2 Susan Corcoran and Joan Corcoran Steiger, In Honor of Elizabeth H. and Hugh J. Corcoran
C114 Nolly E. Corley
B2 John M. Cornish
H109 Mr. & Mrs. Robert V. Costello
H107 Crowe & Mulvey LLP
H103 Joseph P. & Carolyn Curtin
B118 Gene D. Dahmen
C102 Paul P. Daley
K106 Day Pitney LLP
B108 James L. and Paul S. Doherty
In Honor of Louis W. Doherty
B103 Robert Duggan & Mary E. Weber
B105 Edwards Angell Palmer & Dodge LLP
A114 Egan, Flanagan and Cohen PC
H113 Federal Tax Institute of New England, Inc.
F112 Alice Federico, In Honor of Her Son, Thomas C. Federico
G4 Grace & Ted Fey, In Honor of Richard S. Milstein
B3 Kathleen Ann Foley
C111 Foley Hoag LLP
H110 Ford, Mulholland & Moran, PC
In Honor of Earle C. Cooley
G101 Gelb & Gelb LLP
C113 Eugenie and Bradford Gentry
G113 Giarusso, Norton, Cooley & McGlone, PC, In Honor of Earle C. Cooley
J102 Hon. Edward M. & Julie E. Ginsburg
E101 Daniel L. Goldberg
H115 Daniel L. Goldberg
In Honor of John J. Curtin, Jr.
B106 Goodwin Procter LLP
H5 Goodwin Procter LLP
J106 Goulston & Storrs, PC
C116 Griesinger, Tighe & Maffei LLP
C104 John J. Griffin, Jr.
F5 David J.F. Gross, In Honor of Hon. Levin H. Campbell
F1 Roy A. Hammer
E102 The Hampden County Bar Association, In Honor of Hon. John M. Greaney
J112 Robert W. Harnais
F7 Eric P. Hayes
C115 Jeffrey L. Heidt and Myra J. Green
C106 The Hermann Foundation
In Honor of
Hon. John J. Moynihan
D105 Elaine Hines & Family
In Honor of Edward F. Hines, Jr.
B4 The Sisters and Brothers of Ned Hines
C109 Christian M. Hoffman
A3 Elaine Inker, In Honor of Monroe L. Inker
D109 J. Donnelly Direct, Inc.
E110 Thomas P. Jalkut, In Honor of Irving J. Helman
E111 Thomas P. Jalkut, In Honor of Leonard Kaplan
K105 Thomas P. Jalkut, In Honor of Hon. Anthony R. Nesi
B8 Maryanne G. Jensen
G114 Patrick T. Jones, In Honor of Thomas D. Burns
J113 Michael P. Joyce
D1 Elizabeth & Keeton & Family
In Honor of Hon. Robert E. Keeton
B115 Stanley Keller
G8 Larry C. Kenny, In Honor of Rose Krinorian
F108 Kenney & Sams, PC, In Honor of Thomas C. Federico
A6 Paul G. Kirk, Jr.
B101 Kirkpatrick & Lockhart Preston Gates Ellis LLP
G108 Bruce Kuhlki, In Honor of Hon. Levin H. Campbell
E103 Gitta M. Kurlat
G110 Kurovski, Bailey and Shultz, LLC, In Honor of Earle C. Cooley
E10 Edward F. Hines, Jr.
J105 William F. Lee, In Honor of James D. St. Clair
B104 Lester Halpern & Co., Inc.
A116 Hon. Antoinette E.M. Leoney
In Honor of Her Parents, Calvin V. and Marie E. McLean
J6 Gerry T. Leone, Jr.
G105 George Lewis, In Honor of Hon. Levin H. Campbell
H8 LexisNexis
B117 Stephen P. Lindsay
A117 Looney & Grossman LLP
H3 Matthew B. Lowrie, In Honor of Hon. Robert E. Keeton
C108 Joseph E. O’Leary
D 8 Kathleen O’Donnell
H 4 Eric & Amy Oalian
G 7 Robert F. Mulse, Jr., In Honor of
F101 Murtha Cullina LLP, In Honor of
G 2 Nelson Mullins Riley & Scarborough LLP
J114 Alex H. MacDonald
H104 Thomas F. & Lorraine R. Maffei
D110 Amy Cashore Mariani
G111 Martha Coakley for Senate
A7 Martin, Magnuson, McCarthy & Kenney
E6 Massachusetts Association of Criminal Defense Lawyers
In Honor of Richard M. Egbert
F107 The Massachusetts Defense Lawyers Association, In Honor of Thomas C. Federico
B110 Massachusetts Lawyers Weekly
E12 Martha A. Mazzone, In Honor of John M. Reilly & Sal Ricciardone
F8 Martha A. Mazzone, In Honor of Judge David Mazzone
J4 McLane Middleton, PA
A11 William J. McNally
F103 Meehan, Boyle, Black & Bogdanow PC
D9 Hon. David A. Mills, In Honor of Hon. Walter J. Hurley
D4 Richard S. Mistein, In Honor of Sarah and Abraham Mistein
H1 Mintz Levin Cohn Ferris Glovsky and Popeo, PC
E107 Mirick, O'Connell, DeMallie & Lougee LLP
H7 Morgan, Lewis & Bockius LLP
F106 Morrison Mahoney LLP
In Honor of Thomas C. Federico
F4 Robert J. Muldoon, Jr.
B112 Joseph E. Mullaney & Family
In Honor of Hon. Beatrice Hancock Mullaney
F101 Mutha Cullina LLP, In Honor of James R. DeGiacomo
G2 Nelson Mullins Riley & Scarborough LLP
G5 Hon. Christopher J. Muse
G7 Robert F. Muse, Jr., In Honor of Robert F. & Peter J. Muse
G9 John & Julie M use Stanley
In Honor of Robert F. & Peter J. Muse
D5 Nunquam reddo an intentum
In Honor of Richard M. Egbert
H4 Eric & Amy Oalian
Endowed by Oalian Law Group LLC
D8 Kathleen O’Donnell
C108 Joseph E. O’Leary
G13 Daniel W. O’Malley
In Honor of Gregory J. Jasinskas
K112 Daniel J. Ossoff, In Honor of Henry H. Thayer
A105 Packenham, Schmidt & Federico PC
C105 Kathleen King Parker
A5 Lawrence T. Perera
D3 David R. Pierson, In Honor of Hon. Robert E. Keeton
E8 Jill Seaman Plancher, In Honor of Hon. Robert E. Keeton
H106 Potemark Blaklaine & Lund LLP
G11 John C. Prescott, Jr.
A108 Practicing Law Institute (PLI)
B6 Michael A. Pucker
K110 Rackemann, Sawyer & Brewster, In Honor of Our Colleague Henry H. Thayer
E104 Rackemann, Sawyer & Brewster, In Honor of Loring P. Jordan, Jr.
E7 Gerald F. Rath, In Honor of John J. Curtin, Jr.
K111 Real Estate Bar Association of Massachusetts, In Honor of Henry H. Thayer
F105 Real Estate Bar Association Foundation, Inc.
D102 John M. (Jack) Reilly
E5 Richard Saltonstall Charitable Foundation, In Honor of Hon. Levin H. Campbell
B109 Robinson Donovan PC
E3 Robinson Donovan PC
In Honor of John C. Sikorski
D106 Ropes & Gray LLP
K115 Ropes & Gray LLP
H105 Neal A. Rosen, In Honor of Hon. Zachary R. Karol
G107 Bruce E. Rosenblum, In Honor of Hon. Levin H. Campbell
D6 Gladys M. and Jay S. Rosenthal
In Honor of Richard S. Milstein
E113 Jordan S. Ruboy, M.D.
In Honor of Richard S. Milstein
D10 Dorothy Rudman, In Honor of Stanley H. Rudman
A1 Gilda Tuoni Russell
F104 David J. Sargent
A8 Joseph F. Savage, Jr.
K107 Barbara E. Schmitt
J103 Mary H. Schmidt
D107 Thane D. Scott
D111 Shatz, Schwartz and Fentin PC
B107 Sherin and Lodgen LLP
C117 Shiblesky Hartley Robb Casey Micchon LLP
G6 E. Matson Sibble, Jr., In Honor of Hon. Levin H. Campbell
G109 Dr. John Silber
In Honor of Earle C. Cooley
B111 Sylvia Skinner & Family
In Honor of Hon. Walter Jay Skinner
J115 Arnold L. & Polly G. Slavet
In Honor of Daniel L. Goldberg
F110 Sloane and Walsh LLP
In Honor of Thomas C. Federico
F3 Sloane and Walsh LLP
In Honor of Thomas D. Burns
K109 With Humble Gratitude for Henry Thayer’s Mentoring of My Generation of Lawyers.
F. Sydney Smithers
F6 William G. Southard
D7 Denise Squillante
A111 Craig E. Stewart
A113 Paul R. Sugarman
H6 Sullivan & Sullivan LLP
A103 Sunstein Kann Murphy & Timbers LLP
G10 Hon. Charles B. Swartzwood III
H111 Swartz & Swartz, PC
In Honor of Edward M. Swartz
J107 Tarlow, Breed, Hart & Rodgers, PC
B1 TCI Press
J101 Gary O. Todd, In Honor of J. Owen Todd
A112 U.S. Trust, Bank of America Private Wealth Management
A102 Kenneth J. Vacovce
H2 Richard C. Van Nostrand
D112 Herbert W. (Wiley) Vaughan
A106 Joseph P.J. Vrabel
C103 William A. Waldron
B116 Willie J. Washington
E106 Mindee Wasserman
H102 Herbert & Eleanor Weiss Family Fund, In Honor of Larry Levinson & John Hand
G103 Wells Family Fund, In Honor of James R. DeGiacomo
F9 West LegalEdcenter
B5 Western Mass. Rendering Co., Inc., In Honor of Earle C. Cooley
A2 Westlaw
E1 Catherine A. White
C106 Dudley H. Willis, In Honor of Hon. Levin H. Campbell
A104 Wilmer Cutler Pickering Hale and Dorr LLP
H9 Wilmer Cutler Pickering Hale and Dorr LLP
H114 Sarah E. Worley, In Honor of Thomas C. Federico
D113 Jennifer A. Yelen
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